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    ExpewfixKkegxtag Stwdfies of Prgpagagfiorrx of

        EEectrgc ffmepssgse figR a Tecaxgsfeifm[itere

                                 By

               ewoshirD Xkeda and meotokiehi wroxi,

                       (Received Septembei' 7, 1929,)

    In a metallic conductor, the velocity of propagation of an electric

impulse is considered to be equal to that of light in vacuum. But when the

inductance and capacity are very large, the velocity of propagation can

not be easily estimated. Moreover the state of current is very hard to

measure quantitatively.
                                   `    By making use of a vacuum tube and rotating film, the authors have

tried to measure the velocity of propagation and to photographs of the

electric state of the current.

    For measuring the velocity of propagation, one must indicate the

two moments when the electric current passes each side of the conductor

in question, when an electric impulse is given at one side. Therefore

jnserting a vacuum tube in each side of the conductor, we have given an

electric impulse at one terminal of the tube, and photographed the glows

of the tubes by rotating film. The iixtages of the two tubes are adjusted

so as to be seen in the same line by means of a prism, when the film

yeinains at rest as shown in Fig. 1. The impulse being given the glow

of the tube at one side of the conductor will be marked sooner than that

of the tube at the other side. Therefore they must be photographed at

clifferentpositionsontherotatingfi1in. ･

     If there is no time lag, from the retardatipn of the passage of the

e]ectric impulse through the tube, and if the velocity of rotation of the film

is known, the velocity of propagation can be calculated directly from the

interval marked on the film. Indeed, the authors could find no time Iag

at the vacuum tube in the order of the exactitude of our experiment. In

order to find it, we have given an electric impulse at one side of the tube,

which is directly connected to another tube in series, and taken photographs

cf the glows of the two tubes by rotating film. It was found that the

glows have been photographed in the same line on the film.
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    For ineasuring the velocity of rotation of the film, we hax'e photo-

graphed the glows of one more tube at the same time on the same rotating

film by means of a prism as shown in Fig. 1. The tube is connected in

series to a spark gap aiid a high tension transformer. From the glows

of the tube, the velocity of rotation of the fi1in can be ineasured. The

sparl< gap is inserted in order to make the glow of the tube brighter than

that from the continuous alternating current. Each group of glows marked

on the film denotes the half period of the current of 60 cycles, with which

the alternating current is supplied to the liigh tension transfonner.

    Thus the authors have succeeded in measuring the velocity of propaga-

tion of the electric impulse through a conductor and photographing the

state of the current, when it passes through the tube.

    As the conductor, whose inductance and capacity are large, the
secondary of a high tension transformer (200,OOO volts 60 cycles) has been

chosen.
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    If it js desired onlv to ineasure
                     v
electric impulse, spark gaps can be

    For giving the electric impulse,

but the authors have found that

of the electric impulse is independent

    The general principle of our

According to the connection for

connections used have been classified

of the connections are given in F

    The length of the film is about

using for determining the velocity

all over the film. The interval of

(r

fr1

          S: Source of 60 cvcle.
        T.C,: Transfornier coil.

        I,C,: Induction coil, V
          Af: Kenotron,
          V: V'acuuni tube,
          (;: Spai'lc gap,
          I{]: ll'heostat,

Fig. 2.

        '
    the velocity of propagation of the

  used instead of the vacuum tubes.

   various arrangements were tried out,

the velocity of propagation of the head

    of the means of giving the impulse.

 electric connection is shovLTn in Fig. 1.

giving the electric impulse, the electric

    into sev･en groups. The diagrains

    one meter and the s.Iows or sparks

  of rotation of the film are distributed

  the groups of them denotes generally
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RESULTS.

 Electric
connectlon.

Ia,

Ib
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IIIb

IVa

IVb

Va

Vb

Vc

Vd

VI.

7LTI]]

VII

 Tube or Spark gap
indicatingpass.ofthe
 Electric impulse,

Tube
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Tube

IJ

Tube Tube

Tube

1)

Tube

)l

Spark

))

Sparlc
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Sparlc

fJ

Sparlc

)J

Sparlc

J)

Spark

))

Spark

.tJ

Tube

)1

Tube Tube

 Time
interval of
1/6O sec.
 ill Cnl.

IL5

ILS4

4.7

22.48

20.76

28.

16,7

26,

25.2

32.

30,

26.

26.S

10.

Time req,
to pass,

 in Clll,

1.23

1.23

O.4

22

2.2

3,,

1,6

2,S

2,1

3,3

3,

2,6

2,6

O.9

Tinie req,

to pass,
 in sec.

1,8×lo-3

L8×lo-3

L6×10-3

L6×lo-3

1,7 × lo '3

1,7 × 10 -3

1,65×10d3

1.6 × lo -n

1.4 × lo-ft

1,7×lo-3

1,65×10"3

1,65×IO-:i

1,6 × lo-:i

1,5 × lo -3

Req, velocib'
in lcnilsec,

IA4×lot

1,44 × loL

1.62×10-t

1,62×loi

1.53×lo'i

1.53 × lot

1,5 7 × 1O'!

1,62xloi

L85×lo'

1,53×10L

1,57×loL

LS7×loi

1.62 × 10!

1,73 × loE

ACean value of velocity 1, 59 × 1O' km!sec,

a half period, and soinetimes one period of the current of 60 cycles. The

ambiguity can l]e easily detennined, if the whole Iength o]E the film is

examined. The lines in the places other than the glows or sparks indicated

iii Fi.crures 3, 4, S, 6 are the ones used for detennining the velocity of

rotation of the film.

    The velocit}r of propagation of the electric impulse throu.o'h the

secondary of the transformer has been measured to be 1.6×10i.I<m/sec.
It is reinarked, however, that the impulse might propagate quicker than

this. For if the duration of the impulse would be too short to give the

tube any electric influence, or to be photographed by the rotating film, our
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method should fail to measure any velocity of propagation definitely.

    For the transformer, xve have determined, from impedance of the

winding, the inductance l to be equa] to

    '                         l==47,OOO henry

and from the direct measurement the capacity d

                           c==O.O02 m F

but iE the xr･elocity of propagation could be calculated by the formula

                 Total length of the winding

the inductance could be calculated from the velocity measured bx' this
                                               iV
experlment.

                          I=:2,SOO henry
                tt/t
This is far too small to be compared with that given above. Indeed if

the frequency of the current is very great, the effective inductance l must

be very small. But in practice, it is of importance to know the velocity

of propagation of the impulse, which is large enough to cause some damage

tc? machinery. Therefore the authors could insist on the significance of

our experiment in the order of the exactitude of the eNperiment.

                          Slxltnwaary.

    [I'he luminousity of the spark is very strong iEor the fi1in, !)ut the

spark disturbes the continuous state of the current at the sparls.' gr.}p.

Contrary to this, though faint, the glows of the tube are photographe(JL

exactly in straight lines or continuous bands according to the state of the

current as shown in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6.

    It is to be noted t'hat 1]y our method we can obsen'e not onl>, the state

of the impulse which propagates through so}ne conductor, but also we can

measure the velocity of its propagation. IY[oreover the experimental- studies

by means of the spectrum tLibes of heliuin and rotatinsr filn], will afford

practical suggestions for deterinining the sufllcient insulation of the wind-

ing of the secondary of a high tension transformer.

                       I'hysica] Institute of Engineeringr I?acuiLt,v.

                             Hokkaido hnperial Uniyersity,
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